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Relative accuracy of deflections and bending moznents (or stresses) 
derived. liy the method of RAE Report No. Structures 168* 

D. iifillims, D&k., iLI.Xech.E., F.R.ke.S. 

SUIVIMARY 

The relative awtiacies of moments and deflections, as derived by the 
method of ref.1, &we discussed, and it is shown that moments are not 
expeotod m general to be less accurate than the deflections. 
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I Introduction 

RAE Report No. S'czxctu;-es 168 describes a general method of.' deriving 
the bend.i.ng moments and deflections of a?y type of aeroplane wing under any 
transverse load distxlbution. The method depsds on rLpresentz.ng the trans- 
YZCS~ deflection of the wing by the deflections of a nwber of stations 
distributed uniformly over the surface cf the irulg. Starting with a hype- 
thetical set of deflections, 0763 vrrites don. in finite-diffesence form the 
bendin;T, and twisting moments at each station 5n terms of the deflections cd' 
the small gr*up of stations surrirunding it. The reaction at each statlon 
(necessary to hold the ming to its hypothetical contoW) is, in t-n, 
x-itten down in terms d these moments and hence in terms of the deflections. 
Having in this way expressed by standard fczmulee the reactions in terms of 
the deflections, one finally solves (in matrix fo--s by digital computer) 
the relevant set of linear algebraic equations to obtzx-~ the deflections 111 
terms of the reactiuns. With the deflections for q type of 1oadi.z~ thus 
l,nxm, it is a straightforward operation to derive the bending and twistiag 
mc-merits an& benoe the stresses. 

An example' worked Gut for the case of a square plate dountsd as a 
cantxlever and loaded at an outer corner showed that the deflections derived 
by the use of this method agreed ~3z-y satisfxtorily with expe-imental 
VdU%. As only the deflections of the plate were recorded UI these experi- 
ments there was no meens of Judgixx~ how accurate were the stresses obtained 
by the method. It v'as therefore not easy to refute the natural argument 
that, since moments are obtained from deflections by two successive 
dxfferentxtiori, any errors in Che deflections tend to be magnified in the 
moments. 

The writer yras indxned to accept thus crltioism at its face value 
until it >vas found* &hat, in practxce, exactly the opposite often happens; 
in other wurcls, the moments are obtained. with greater xxxxacy than the 
def.Lect1ons. This seems some&at paradoxical at first sight, but examination 
of the factors xnvolved shows that the original crltxcism was eased on a 
fzise analogy. It is perfectly true that, if only the transverse deflections 
of a beam-l&s structure at a nuder df points un~fordy distributed. over it 
are given, the second. dtiferences wiL1 not in general give the true curvature 
(i.e. bend.xng ;noments). Still more inaccurate vd.11 be the loading as 
expressed by the fourth differences. The position is radically different, 
however, if what is @yen is the loading at a number of stations tis.sctzibu",e3 
over the structllre. For the moments are then obtained by integrating the 
loading ad the deflections by integrat?ng the moments. The mcxnents are 
thus in a more direct relation with the loading than the deillections, snd. 
on that account can, in many practical cases, be derived mere accurately. 
Not always however, for much depends on the type of structure and the type 
of loading. 

In many cases, as exemplif'ied. by a beam under uniform loading, the 
bending moments obtaizned at the various stations are exact. Tie deflections 
derived from these correct moments (or curvature) cannot however be exact 
because the curvature, unlike the loading is not constant. 

Examples fill now be gxven to demonstrate the truth of the above remarks 
ard at the same time to throw some light on the factors govern- the rela- 
txve accuracies of moments and def'leotions as deri-verl by the methcd of rcf.1. 
This falls iar short of a rigorous demonztiatiox tLhat, in general, moments 
derived by that method are closer to the true values than the corresponcltig 
deflections. <O-at can hov{ever be claimed as having been demonstrated 5s that 
in most practical cases there is no basis for the criticism that moments are 
necessariL:f less accurate than the deflections. 

* by Mr. Xdler of Vickers-xmstrong (Supermarines). 
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2 Beam examples 

2.1 1st beam example 

Consider first a cantilever beam of constank cross-section urder a uniform 
loading p per unit length (Fig-l) 

We proceed to derive the moments and deflections of the cantilever at the 
four stations shown. This we do by first writing down (as described in ref.1) 
the moments and reactions associated with a hypothetical set of displaaements 
Yi* Y2 ailL3. Y3 at the stations 1, 2 and 3. F0110hing this progrme, we c3ta.i.n 
the bending moments 

M3 = 0 

M = 2 (Yl + Y3 - 2Y2) 

% = (> y (Y2 - 2Y,) 

hi, = (5) (2Y,) 

and the loadings 

(ki; + M - ad ) 

a2 
, 

where M 4 = 0 (because I4 is sero), or 

= 3 (Y, + Y3 - a-2) 

(1) 



From (2) and (I), which have been written down st sight, we solve for 
the moments and. deflections in terms of the reactions R and obtain 

I &(R, + 2R2+ 3R ' ‘?L3% 
Yl 3' EC, 0 
Y2 = (R, + B2+5R3) 

Y3 = & (3, + Ia2 + 1q i 

> (3) 
/ 

&i 2 = aR3 

I 

I 

(4) 

It is important to note that we can derive the bending moments appro- 
pi-Iate to any given set of forcec R czther by first obtaLning the dsflec- 
tfors and taking their second differences or by direct solution of the 
equations glviq the reactions m teru of the moments. Thus any errors 
involved in deriving &flections from moments or moments from deflections 
have no effect on thr relation conQeoting moments and reactions. It is 
clear, for instance, that the moments give2 by (4) whrch are here exact, 
would be Just as exact it' the constant-section beam were replaced by a 
strongly varying tiectxn. The accuracy of the deflections obtained would, 
however, be much rekwed. The fact of the matter is that the relation 
between moAnen& and loading is one of equilibrium and is independent of the 
beam characterxstics in this ~rticular exaaple. 

Severt- to the present example, we see that the moments given by (4) 
are exact. In terms of an applxcd loading q, since 

Rl = R2 = 2R3 = Ga (5) 

The deflections g?ven by (3), compared with the Sue deflections are 
as f 01 lows : - 
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Table I 

True Deflection $ Inaoorrracy 

12.5 

11.5 

10.125 a4q 
EI 11.1 

The deflections are all too large, aswouldbe expected from the fact 
that they are obtained 0.1 the assumption of constant curvature over each set 
of three successive stations. For this neglects the interference effect 
mtroduced by the facl that ;;he curvstaes defined for exsmple by the set of 
three displacements yo, yl, y2 and the s~oeeding set y,, y2, y3, are not 
compatible over the overlapping region betwaen y, al-d Y2'2' 

Before leavizg this example It is interestin& to note that, whereas the 
deflections obt-dned from the given set of reactions of equation (7) sre only 
IO-l% inaccurate, the reactions derived from the oorreot deflections appro- 
priate to these reactions (by equation (4) and Table I) are respectively: 

0.615qa, 0.59qa and 0.05503 for R3, R2 ma R, (7) 

mstead of 

0.5m l.Oqa ad l.Oqa, (8) 

the true w.lues. The errors are +2$, -1G an.2 -95.32. The corresponding 
errors in the moments ?d2, 

3. 
and ILo are respeotively +2%, 4.3.34 and -2O.B. 

Yet, starting with a Qypothe loal set of deflections to derive the corres- 
ponding set of reactions, we find that on giving these readions the numerical 
values appropdate to a parti~d.sr system of loading, we obtain the moments 
with exactness and the deflections with only IO-l'& error. 

2.2 2nd beam example 

Take next a beam example in which the loading is not constant, and where 
therefore the moments derived from it will not b? exact. 

PiJg 
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The beam - of aonstant section - is .7hown in Fig.2 under a loading 

q 23 q@ly. (9) 

!lhking account of' symmetry, we write down the mxnents (hc&ng moments 
taken as positi.Te) 

Then 

80 2(Y, - Y,) 
-= = 

a2 

5 (Y2 + Y, - 2Y,) 
-ET = 2 a 

hi2 (Y, - 2Y2) 
-5 = 

a2 * 

R 
a, 2@, - MO) 
a 2 a 

R1 (M2++Mo -m,) 
-s 
a a2 

R2 CM, - a21 
-I 
a a2 - 

Solving for moments am? deflections, we have 

M 0 = - a ($R, + 2R, + R2) 

M, = - 3. (Kc + 2R, + R2) 

i$ = -a >+ R, +R2) 

Y. = + BR1 + 4.5 R2) 

3 
Yj = s 

0 
cm0 + 7R, + 4R2) 

Y2 = 
0 
g (2.25 R~ + 4.~~ + 2.5 R~) . 
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Introducing now the losding given by (P), which means that, 

q for station 0 - s, 

q %xestatLon~ = s, sin 2x 
3 (14) 

q for station 2, = 
s, sin5x 
.- = 0.5 q. _' 

and putt* 

1 
RO = qOa 

3 
= 0.866 %a > (15) 

1 

R2 = 3.5 qa I 
I 

we obtain the moments and deflections frou (12) and (13). The moments zxd 
deflections compared with their true values are as follows:- 

Table II 

/ 
Station Boment True Deflect$n True 

4 %d2 Moment err0r 42 Deflection error 
EI 

0 ' 0.1037 0.1013 2.% 0.01076 0.0103 44% 

1 0.0898 C.088 2.2$ 0.00932 0.00893 4..4$ 

2/, 0.0~8 I 0.0506 2.% 0.00538 0.00515 4&o 

It is seen from this table that the error in the deflections is approxi- 
mately twice that in the moments (or stresses). 

3 Plate examples 

3.1 1st plate example 

We shall next consider two plate examples for which the theoretical solu- 
tmns - obtained by a series method - are L~%JWIL Consider first the problem 
of the square plate clamped along all ?our edges. By tdcing a square plate 
we take nmximum advantage of symmetry. 

Lws.4 
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With eight-fold spmetry as shown in Fig.3 it is necessary or&r to With eight-fold spmetry as shown in Fig.3 it is necessary or&r to 
consider the three stations 0, 1 d 6 to obtsin the solution for the whole consider the three stations 0, 1 d 6 to obtsin the solution for the whole 
plate for a constant loading, plate for a constant loading. 

From the standard Clifference formula that gives the reaction at any 
stati in terms of the deflections of the group of swrmunding statbne we 
have, for the central station 0, 

> = g20w043~ wr’2f wr+f wr] (16) 
z-1 L-5 3-9 

where w r = deflection at statim r 

andD = plate stiffness. 

By using ths symiietxical propwties we m&ma this to the fwmula 

simiJ.e.rly 

‘6 P $(2wo- 16 w, + 24w6) . J 
($7) 

Deflections ir. terms of loads are found by solving (17) to give: 
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w 
0 = g (0.1295 Ro + 0.22.5 R, + 0.107R6) 

“I 
a2 = T (0.0564 Ro + 0.163 R, + 0.0901 R6) (W 

=6 = $ (0.0269 R, + 0.0895 RI + 0.0929 R6) . - 

so that 

For a constant Lo&ng q per unit area 

R. = R, = R6 = qa2 

w Li 0 

"1 = 

W6 = _ 

(19) 

(20) 

The be&.ing momenb per unit width Xo 
(takin& Y = 0.3) 

at the centre of the plate is 

MO = 3 (I + VI 24 - =*I 

E 0.02445 ss (21) 

(where e=ba). 

‘The true value of the bending moment as given in Table j0 of Timoehenko~s 
"Theory of Plates and Shell& is 0.0233 q4i! and therefore the value abwe 
obtained is some % too large. 

Comparing the central deflection w 
s 

with the true deflection we fina a 
-muoh greater discrepancy - 0.0197 q&‘Eh as .agxi.nst the true value of 
0.0138 q-&/h3 - and therefore en excess error of &2.-!/j& 

The central bending moment is thus obtained witn much greater accuracy 
than the central deflection. The bending moment across a siu? at its mid- 
point is, however, not nearly so accurate as that at the plate centre. It is 
given by 

compared with the correct value quoted by Timoshenko of 0.0513 q42. The error 
is therefore some 293 on the small side. 
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It is easy to explain the relative magnitudes of these errors. The 
reason why the central deflection is too large is that too little account 
is taken by the difference met&d of the clsmpFng effect at the sides of the 
plate. It tried,so to speak, to satlsfjr the clamp- cordition bythecdy means 
avallable which us, in Fig.4 for emjle, to m&e the deflection st station I' 
outsicle tile plate eTAa to that at station 1 znside the plate. But this still 
leaves the plate simply supported at station I' end no account is taken of 
the fact that the slope at I' is equal end opposite to that at I. The result 
is that the full c-emping effect is not obtained with the natural consequence 
of an excessive deflection at the plate centre. 

That the central bending moment is so near correct is due to the mutually 
cancelling effects of &he central deflection being too lsrge end the clamping 
moments being too small. As the number of stations used i5 mcreased, thus 
error rapidly deorezses since the closer stations 1 and If are to each other 
the nearer is a true clasping effect achieved. 

3.2 2nd plate example - four sides simply supported 

In the second plate exampie the four sides of the square plate are 
assuxed dnply-supported. The procdure is the same as for ;he first example 
except that deflections at stations 1 and If (Fig.4) are now equal but 
opposite in sign. It is Pourd that 

as agd.nst 

\ 

VI = 
0 

0.0441 q&'.Q3 I 

i 
w. (true! = 0.0443 qe4/Eh3 R i 

(23) 

the ezzor being less ;nsn I$ on the small side. 

The bending moment this time is not quite so accurate as the deflection, 
having a value 

as against 

MO 
= 0.0457 qa2 

MO (t-) = 0.0479 qa2, 
(24) 

an errcr of 4& on the small side. 

That the error is not due to loss cf accuracy caused by aeriving the 
moments from the deflections by a process of diWerentiation, is shown by 
the fact i&at it is +ssible (in this s;wnetrical example) to derive the 
bending moment at the plate centre +irectly from the loading and without 
reference to the &eflections. This in fact is the method used by Tirnoshen& 
m working out this very example* by finite differences. His numerical 
solution agrees exactly with that giver. above. The procedure depends on 
writing the equation connecting the deflections with the loading u terms of 
a q?lantiQ M defined by the relation 

(25) 

* r.ef.3 Chep.V Section 36. 
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It is then possible to write the standard equation 

a4w ?4w 4 
,+-3+2;2;2 I ; 

in the form of two separate equations 

2 
LX+-- = ii, a2w 
ax2 ay2 D 

(26! 

(27a) 

(ml 

Thus M can be derived in terms of q without proceeding via the 
deflections. Errors in emessing moments in terms of deflections do not 
therefore arise. 

4 Conclusions - 

Enough has seen said, one would suppose, to prove that bending moments 
(and hence stresses) obtainad by the method of ref.1 are not likely to be in 
general less accurate than the deflections. Indeed xn many practical cases the 
reverse is true. 
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